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1. Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C, or D) that best completes the sentence. 

 

1 Scuba-diving is very popular with people … like keeping fit and getting close to nature. 

A whom 

B who 

C which 

D when 

 

2 ‘I finally found the guide book … I’ve been looking for.’ 

‘Really? Where was it?’ 

A who 

B that 

C when 

D where 

 

3 Last year, … I went to a summer camp in the US, I had the best time of my life. 

A where 

B why 

C when 

D which 

 

4 He said that the reason … he liked white-knuckle sports was that he was a born thrill-seeker. 

A which 

B when 

C where 

D why 

 

5 That boy … gear was stolen from his tent is very upset with the camp management. 

A whose 

B why 

C that 

D which 

 

6 The yacht that … is tied up in the harbour. 

A stay on we 
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B we on stay 

C we stay on 

D on we stay 

 

7 My boarding pass, … is necessary to get on the plane, was stolen when I was going through 

customs. 

A which 

B that 

C whom 

D where 

 

8 We saw the largest tree in the world, … was an exhilarating experience. 

A where 

B when 

C that 

D which 

 

9 ‘Does she know the woman … I am talking about.’   

‘She should. She’s her mother.’ 

A that 

B when  

C where 

D why 

 

10 ‘The agency, … was recommended by friends, has cancelled our trip.’ 

‘You must be really angry.’ 

A why 

B where 

C which 

D that 

 

11 ‘Back packs … of nylon and plastic are very useful when you go hiking.’ 

‘Yes, I know. I always take one with me.’ 

A which made are 

B are made 
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C which are made of 

D made of which are 

 

12 The beach … had umbrellas and sun beds. 

A where we were sunbathing 

B where we were sunbathing on 

C which we were sunbathing 

D which sunbathing on we were 

 

Marks / 12  
 

 

2. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 

sentence using the word given. 

 

1 That boy likes scuba-diving. His mother is an instructor at the club. 

That boy ………………………….. at the club, likes scuba-diving. WHOSE 

 

2 She dived into the pool and started to swim. 

After ………………………….., she started to swim.  DIVING 

 

3 We went to Cuba last year. It was the best time of my life. 

Last year ………………………….. to Cuba was the best time of my life. WHEN 

 

4 I zipped to my room and then I met my friends by the roller coaster. 

After ………………………….. met my friends by the roller coaster. ZIPPING 

 

5 The phrase book was on the kitchen shelf. She had been looking for it. 

The phrase book ………………………….. for was on the kitchen shelf. WHICH 

 

6 First we went to the zoo and then we had a nice lunch. 

Before ………………………….., we went to the zoo.  HAVING 

 

Marks / 6  
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3. Complete the gaps by choosing A, B, C or D.  

 

1 Before … on the train, I checked that I had my ticket with me. 

A getting 

B to get 

C get 

D to getting 

 

2 ‘Since … to see the sights, we hired a tour guide to take us around the city.’ 

‘That was a good idea.’ 

A wanting 

B we wanting 

C we wanted 

D we want 

 

3 ‘As we stood there, we saw loads of people … on the giant roller coaster.’ 

‘Did they looked scared?’ 

A to ride 

B riding 

C to riding 

D ride 

 

4 After …, we decided to build a fire. 

A setting up our tent 

B to set our tent up 

C to setting up our tent 

D set our tent up 

 

5 Because … know how to canoe, he took some lessons. 

A he not know 

B not knowing 

C he didn’t knowing 

D he didn’t know 

 

6 … the hotel, we decided to go to one of the Las Vegas casinos. 
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A To leave 

B Leave 

C To leaving 

D Leaving 

 

7 We stopped to watch people … in the beautiful clean river. 

A fishing 

B to fish 

C to fishing 

D fish 

 

8 … back towards the tent, I realised that I had left my gear behind. 

A Looking 

B To look 

C Look 

D To looking 

 

9 While …, she decided that the hike had really tired her out. 

A to shower 

B shower 

C showering 

D to showering 

 

10 ‘When …, you must listen carefully to everything that your instructor tells you.’   

‘Don’t worry, I will.’ 

A hang-gliding 

B hang-glide 

C to hang-glide 

D to hang-gliding 

 

11 She was late getting to the airport despite … her alarm clock for eight. 

A to set 

B setting 

C set 

D to setting 
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12 We unpacked our luggage on … at the summer camp. 

A arrive 

B arriving 

C to arrive 

D to arriving 

 

Marks / 12  
 

 

4. In each sentence there is one error of grammar. Circle the error and write the 

correction.  

 

1 The camp who I visited last summer was a waste of money. …………..   

 

2 After board the plane, I took out my book and began to read. …………..   

 

3 Before to take in a show at the theatre, we had a lovely dinner. …………..    

 

4 The canoe where I was paddling turned over and I fell into the water. …………..    

 

5 Since wanted to chill out for a bit, I went back to my room. …………..   

 

6 As being a thrill-seeker, Peter often goes on adventure holidays. …………..   

 

7 The worst holiday who I’ve ever had was on a Scottish island. …………..   

 

8 The traffic jam, whom was on Green Street, made us late for our flight. …………..   

 

9 Tom, that is an expert sportsman, is going white-water rafting.  …………..   

 

10 Hang-gliding is a sport who requires skill and courage. …………..   

 

Marks / 10  

 

Total Marks / 40  


